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life and it should be celebrated rather than O c~ is an inevitable 













given to environmental issues, especially global warming and pollution, the role 
in helping this will become more important. a~ of adaptation, 
adaptation can be viewed from two perspectives. 
present needs, which is a key criterion of sustainability. 





adaptation of a 
process of adaptation. And I also strongly believe that the building professionals 
1 Adaptive Reuse, pg 7 
intervention increasingly common 




undergraduate and graduate programs in architecture and other environmental 
maintenance and adaptation are given only a sparse coverage in comparison. 
a--+ 
c~ a c~


























a~ sustainability are so sustainability. 
because designing a building to last for more than 70 years has within 
technology in its 70 +years life span. 
Definition of the Topic —Infrastructure and Building Adaptation: 
Building Adaptation 
Adaptation is derived form the Latin ad (to) and adptare (to fit). 
it is any major work to adjust, reuse or upgrade a building to suit new conditions 
Refurbishment, or requirements.2 
2 Building Adaptations, pg 1 
adaptive reuse are occasionally taken as synonymous. 
these as follows and indicate what I am interested in. s 
to a client's and bringing Overhauling a Refurbishment: 
structural nature to commercial or public buildings. 
habitation and use it. It is a term that, strictly speaking, is normally confined to 
which ma y include works of con version. 
Adaptability: The quality of a building which enables subsequent alteration to be 
made to its physical fabric, i.e. facilities adaptation —essentially large magnitude/ 
low frequency changes. 
Adaptive Reuse: Conversion of a facility or part of a facility to a use significantly 
different from that for which it was originally designed. 
since it is too volatile and depends much on the individual organization or owner. 
(Source: Bccilding Adaptations) 
want to confine adaptability into flexible space planning alone in my investigation, 




Site remains permanent but space plan, stuff and souls change rapidly. a.
 
0
 Stuff —Furniture and equipment —Lifespan: Under 
The figure on the left shows the shearing layers of change for a building. Space Plan —Interior Layout — Lifespan: 3 years 
Services —Lifeblood —Lifespan: 7-20 years 
~aan~ona.~sea~ut ~yM ins Skin —Envelope —Lifespan: 20+ years 
Structure —Bones —Lifespan: 30-300 years 
Site —Location and Context —Lifespan: Permanent 
Infrastructure of a building comprises the structure, skin, and services of a 
(sa~uz~y~ 8uzpl~n8 n1oH 






































Expandability: allowing for increases in volume. 
should be as reusable or reprocessable as possible. 
O
 fiulpllnq pal~ueuaslp ~fue 
Dismantlability: capable of being demolished safely and efficiently. 
Convertibility: allowing for changes in use. 
:snnollof se aae ~(ayt 
James Douglas points out adaptability has five criteria that I am interested in and 
The scope of this project confines to "adaptability" and "adaptive reuse". D ~v 
a much higher level of wear and tear than housing. 
level of economic growth, business cycle, tax levels, interest rates and changes 
leituaplsaa-uou seaaaunn 
comparing two contrasting building uses: residential and non-residential. 
~~6u~p~~nq ~o ad~(.~ ~auM 
separating each other to help the building adapt to change in its life span. 
~
•
 pug nnau buipui~ ao aan~~na~s~a~ui 
ease of adapting them; the space plan, stuff and souls of the building can adapt 
creatively with current technologies, to foresee future technologies and ways and 






















healthcare buildings and their adaptability especially since the O 
equipment and services required for such uaaq sou uaaeasaa fo coq 
adapt to change so rapidly because of the technological advancement in the 
so with expensive reluctance and possible delay. Healthcare buildings need to 
everyone outside. When forced to change anyway, as they always are, they do 
prevent change for the organization inside and to convey timeless reliability to 
But many institutional buildings act as if they were designed specifically to 
•(aa~d~ua ~xau auk ui passnaslp 
aof alq~abueua sbuiplinq 
o~ ~Cpauaaa paepue~s •spaau cans nnau auk fo aup leiaaauauaoa a~~ua o~ 
uoi~i~a~d algenoua e auaoaaq 
uaa~asaa ~o col b siu~ a~epouauaoaa~ o~ auop uaaq seu 
competitive pressure to perform. They are also subject to rapid advances in any 
commercial buildings have to adapt; often radically because of intense 
(Healthcare facilities and educational buildings). 
Commercial buildings (Industrial and office buildings) and Institutional buildings 
u~a sbuiplinq lei~uapisaa a~~a uo paseq 
r 
building, I would have to take a stance at either one of the two following grounds: 
Having looked at the pros and cons of adaptive reuse and an adaptive new 
•ubisap nnau ~ ueu~ aau~ua~uieua 
ssal aq pinonn 
here is to achieve a design for the building which will facilitate it in changing for 
existing building than it is to demolish it and construct a new building, the goal 
infrastructure; lower borrowing costs.' Although it is much cheaper to adapt an 




















































long-term future of buildings threatened by dilapidation; vacancy and eventual 
Reusing old buildings that otherwise might have remained empty or underused is 
Existing building or new building? 
can adapt to future technologies and change in function. 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































•(uoi}~~ndod pug s6uip~inq ui y~oq `sndua~~ 
a~u~u~ a~~pouauao~~~ o~ 
•~noga uaaal o~ pa~uann s~C~nnl~ 



































































































change of space-function, itself as a function of time.10 
In search for a system which would give infinite flexibility, interstitial space 
for the machine hospital was very difficult due to the rapid changes in the medical 
Before the invention of this building system, the architectural predictability Architecture iri an Era of Radical Transformation) 
Figure — 2: Interstitial Space (Source: Healthcare 
architecture, as every other floor was now to be a technology-only floor. 
systems).9 This system signaled the immense influence of technology on hospital 
1960's. It is a plenum between two occupied floors that housed all the anatomical 
support systems of the building (HVAC, electrical, and materials transport 




11 Healthcare Architecture in an Era of Radical Transformation 
u~ ~o ~soa papp~ auk 
N

























































These systems lead to the adoption of space frames and long-span truss 
• uoi~aeaa~u i l~ioos paseaa~u I 
•suaa~s~Cs auk fo ll~ ao 
No need to enter "primary" floors for routine maintenance or to retrofit any 
•paainbaa aaann buiplinq auk ~o uaa~s~Cs 
No need to vacate the floors above and below when changes O T ~/ 
N
 
Therefore, unprecedented freedom in planning. 
•sauil a~senn pue 
pasn~a suoi~ona~sgo ~o uoi~~uluaila l~n~ain • ~ 
O
_ s~f~us leaiu~uoaua 
:sab~~u~npe bulnnollo~ 
From an adaptability/ flexibility point of view the interstitial space provided the 
•uasil~i~i~saa~ui spa~nno~ ~saaa~ui 
and the services from the stuff and space plan of a building is what attracted my 
Louis Khan mastered this building system in his Salk Institute of Biological 
5. Savings due to the timely adaptation through timely recognition of the 
need for change.' 3 
primary floors even while the building was in construction. 
4. Savings due to the ability to make changes in the design and layout of the 
•a~aaouoc-ui-paanod 
comparison to conventional structural systems 
3. Savings incurred by the system itself, with its minimization of structural 
system could be constructed even before all the interior planning was 
2. Saving because of shorter construction process, where by the structural 
flexibility; as partitions could be moved about with ease. 
building systems and savings in operating costs due to system's inherent 
Savings in operating costs through simplified maintenance and repairs to 
From Cost point of view, the interstitial space provided the following savings: 
separate the building parts into changing parts and permanent parts and also 
argued that this increase in cost, in a building's total lifespan, makes us able to 
3
 
•aa~deua siu~ ~o uoi~~as 
System. This led my interest towards Raised floor systems discussed in the next 
stuff and space planning of a building to achieve infinite flexibility. At the same 
concept in this system, which is separating the structure and services from the 
This building system would not apply much to an office building or an 
By the later half of 1990s, the interstitial movement was dead; for the most part 
used this system in his Richards Medical Research lab in Philadelphia (1965-67). 











































































Important factors are long-term flexibility, ease of control, air quality, maintenance 
Intelligent building must encompass scope for rapid and problem-free change. 
ventilation, coupled with a high standard of filtration close to the point of discharge 

























































ao~ aie pauoifipuoo aoolf-aapun fo Ergonorreic Technologies Ltd date accessed: April 
Figure — 3: Raised Floor System (Source: 





 This provided the overall system less flexibility. The advent of raised 
integrate with either the air-outlets or the modular arrangement of a laid-in the 
competing trades and result in an uncoordinated mess where the lights do not 
pipes, ducts, trailing wires and light fixtures, together with badly finished concrete 
through offices was the ceiling. The suspended ceiling can hide a whole host of 
wa.~s~(s aoo~~ pas~ea 
Q.:
 
















































0 a (~t~00Z `8I 7?~db' ;passaaaz~ 
Advanced Ergonomic Technologies Ltd date 
rationalizing maintenance procedures. 
its flexibility while also improving general air quality, reducing running costs and 
modular air-conditioning system can also forestall building obsolescence through 
varying the take-up of cooled air from the floor void. The flexibility inherent in a 
each supply unit allow the user to select a wide variety of air temperatures by 
to provide under-floor air-conditioning, whereby individual electronic controls on 
The most effective and innovative solution lies in the use of raised access flooring 
with the only alternative being costly remedial work and weeks of inconvenience. 
location of air supply units. This can often be to the detriment of intelligent design, 
severely restricted as the sitting of partitions and workstations is dictated by the 
utlM ~fiulou~l~gaa -~ Q o'
 
displacement air-conditioning, space planning u~~
 






















































~(Itsoo }nou}inn - uoi}~pouaua000~ c 
~r~liYs 











c~ s~ a a c~ 
Uoiunn shun uef deliver air from the floor plenum at a seasonally 











































































 Ergonomic Technologies Ltd (date accessed.• April 
Sick Building Syndrome. Legislation requires ducting to be cleaned every two or 
related ductwork, a factor which has appeared regularly after investigations into the function of the space. (Source: 
traditional displacement system is often dependent on 
























































changes can be made without much interference to 










 yonS ~suaats~(s fiuiuoitipuoo-aie 
Intelligent buildings that use this system avoid the hundreds of feet of 
81~suaaof ~o apn~i~lnua 
view building components as so many Lego pieces which should be reusable in a 
energy used in manufacturing them. Pushed to an extreme, it can be useful to 
changing layouts and be used to the end of their functional life so conserving the 
since truly flexible components which are obsolescence 











~s~soc uol~~aado pacnpa~ 
Reduced cost of re-configuration. 
it auauaea6oad paonpa~ 

















~uoi~ona~suoo fo tufiiay paonpa~ 
achieving flexibility there are several cost benefits too, which are as follows: 
By adopting such a raised floor system with under floor air supply more than 
coordinating complementary and flexible components. 























































^vconstruction. Even so, truly intelligent building design should not be regarded as 









floor air-conditioning and provide an integrated, intelligent office design, there are 



















































































 ssaa~~~,/apm~/s sa;~a~ .~ool~ ssaaaV lLu~cl•sligap/apm 
f -Titus, an HVAC company leading in Air Management 
iplinq auaos fo ~Ctiliga~dap~ 
Having looked at some of the techniques to tackle flexibility within a building, 
Under floor debris causes unhealthy environment to the users.22 
~pa~z~u ~(~a~~s pue aanssaad 
1z•slanal asiou 






























'aantnf alq~aasaaof auk ui pasn aq IIIM saiaeagil (Source: How Buildings Learn) 
and a place in which to study, and be adaptable to the changes in the ways Figure — 7: A Garage —Showing two different uses 










 saan~onats u.~aat-taous pue ~uauadinba m 



















stay free without disturbing the interior and the services were added according to 






r snoiaen of tdepe o~ 6uiplinq auk padlau slut 
In this garage on the left the structure and the skin is completely free from 
sa►pn.~s ase~ 
([I700Z `8I Iiad~ :passaaa~ 



























































































































spaces of the major bays the ceiling is a suspended white metal vaulted panel 
above it and is suited to the partitions for the cellular office. Over the open plan 
0
 
The treatment of the ceiling varies with the size of the bay; those of the 
latter offer provision for the cellular offices. 
major and minor bays, the former providing for the open plan spaces while the 








 Planning of the office layout is strongly related to a structural grid of 
building for 1000 people designed carefully so that the open office space is 
Royal Life Offices (Fig.10) by Arup Associates is a linear form office 
possible addition to the thermal design load. 
adaptability, because here flexibility of space planning is not considered. Rather, 















































 ~s~d fo aaquanu aut ul aseaaoui ue 





& Koralek, 1981 (Source: Architecture of Building 

















































 aut aaau acuaH 
whole of the building, and they sit within the structure and 




























































 arrived inside the structure things began to go wrong CD n Al C CD 
building services with the servant space towers, but when the pipes and ducts 
Louis Kahn's Richard Memorial Laboratories had special provision for the 
Architecture of Building Services) 




































































Sandwiched between floors is a service zone, which maintains a constant 




accommodate itself with the future change. CD 
Ile ue si atelduaa~ snalonu 
servant and the served spaces so effectively to maintain hygiene and as well 





















































































































26 Architecture of Building Services, pg 88 
a~epouauaoaae o~ pap~abdn 
~ s~ suoi~oun~ osl~ uuanloo l~an~~na~s 
building do a dual role —being an essential part of the building and a component 
auk fo saaquaaua l~an~ona~s auk aaaH 
the goal can be achieved without much modifications. 
the architect has to conceive this as early as possible in the design stage so that 









































auk ~nou~inn pat~aba~ui 












































































First of all, expansion becomes much simpler. 
The advantages of this design are as follows: 
the walls rather than spaces sandwiched between floors like interstitial 







































blocks (spikes) which are hooked to this spine. These 






















































































ufiisap asayt III ut!M u6isap leaauafi 


























utilities like plumbing, electrical and information database services. 
ui uaa~s~Cs ~ynH 
buipinoad ~~ •5 
?~
++







 ~ui~uau~ sa~~ua 
window taking the sunlight deep into the space and spreading it evenly. 








































Lz•~~olq aapinn ~ ui u~u~ 
auaos asn~~ siul •suaa~uo~ ~Cbaaua 
square) building blocks, the narrow building blocks have a high perimeter 








































~_ O Q C~
 
(s~nopu~y uoi~i~aduao~ ay} uaoa} 
Appendix A -- The Competition Challenge — in this Thesis which is excerpted 
(For a full version of the site analysis and program requirements see 
site analysis and program to give the reader a better understanding of my design 
the competition site and program requirements. The next chapter deals with the 
competition challenge. This Comb design concept would get modified based on 
portion would be fenestrated. 
e aq you pinonn aaaut 
increase in the cladding since much of this 
2. Although by providing such a space increases the floor to floor height, 
•pa~esuaduaoa 
than just housing the utilities, the added on cost for its construction is 
By having multiple functions like sun shading &evaporative cooling other 
overcomes its disadvantages by the following advantages: 
advantages (listed on Chapter 2) of the interstitial space and at the same time 
ubisap auk leaauab ui os sai~ili~n ao~ aaeds a cans 
Drop-off Circle. Since the site is at the entrance of the College of the Desert, the 
Monterey Avenue and the campus Ring Road, which connects to the Visitor 
Developmental Education Buildings and a Lecture Hall. This site is visible from 
west end of a quadrangle that is bounded by the one-story Nursing, Business, 
just north of the visitor drop-off center near Monterey Avenue. This site is the 
The competition site is along the major east-west axis of the campus and 
edges of the campus and pedestrian circulation is encouraged in this oasis. 
The campus plan shows the library in the center with other buildings placed in 
located south of Palm Desert on Monterey Avenue, a major north-south arterial. 
As of Spring 2002, the campus had 116 full-time faculty, over 200 part-time 
campus with 27 departments offering 47 certificates or degrees in various fields. 
The College of the Desert campus in Palm Desert is a growing 
and dry climate that draws golfers, sun-worshipers and vacationers from all over 








Room. Listed below are the program requirements. 
computer classrooms, an auditorium with fixed seating and the College Board 
`suaooass~lo se Mann se 
O
 
Northeast, East and Southeast. 
but at the same time there should be enough winter gain to counteract the colder 
Since this is a desert climate the west and south sun has to be blocked, 
be blocked and the summer cool breezes have to be utilized. 
































































proposal has to be an icon for the entire college and should be pleasing from 
•saiba~~a~s ~(~uai~i~~a 
walkways, ramps and overhangs are allowed. 
extend beyond the edge of the given site; however walkways, covered 
•suaooa~saa s~uauaonn pug s~uaua 











































































































































































































































•suaooass~l~ auk aeau pa~~~ol aq pinous suaooass~l~ 















The classrooms which will be used for lectures, seminars and discussions 
•~Ca~ua buiplinq auk uaoa f algisin 
Campus Information Center should be adjacent to the Lobby and clearly 
N
 •I~i~uassa si ~(~iligissa~~d 
•a~iff0 s~~uaplsaad 
reflecting the importance of Campus Information Center and the College 

































































































































































































site due to these openings and will create an enjoyable micro-climate in the 
The summer southeast cool winds will be drawn naturally through the 
made openings on the two blocks to enhance the air circulation within 
~u~aou panoua ~colq uaooass~lo 
had to be in the front (south) based on its relationship with the parking lot and the 


































































































































block the west sun and two narrow building blocks one for the offices and the 
Based on the Comb design, I propose a spine pushed towards west to 
fiu~sseW ~e►.~►u~ 
asaUt utiM ~auids slut of sa~ids n mind, I started to propose a massing design 
central spine carries utilities and circulation and narrow building blocks attach as 
The basic design concept for this administration/classroom building is 
S31af11S A~N31~1~~3 AJ~i3N3 
_`. c
0 










































































































 pasodxa agt azivaixau.~ of pue 






















Gne classroom - 2U ft x 30 ft (t'wo bays to~etf ier:1 







 a typical classroom will be two such bays. uolsuauaip auk aouaH O 
at 10 ft intervals will create immense flexibility for the space within the structure. 
Figure 16: Site —Air Circulation 































blocks should be 30 feet because this 
to determine the amount of fenestration required to passively cool and heat this 








(sai~a~~~~S a~IS ~ 8 [ a.~na i~) 





















































































































































































0 With the daylight factor we can find the window area needed to achieve 
The target for the average daylight factor for a classroom is assumed as 
•pap~us s! nnopu!nn 
II!M (aa~~6) suoi}oa~~aa be completely eliminated since the surface 
uo albu~ ~uap!au! anbilgo auk ubnou~ly 
windows. Along with the window area the length and shape of these sunshades 
•uaooa auk ap!su! slanal 
sauaoaaq sMopu!nn fo ~aa~ 
O
 ~.













































































changed the Overhang depth from 6 feet to 10 feet and studied the results. 
February, but at the same time there is unwanted heat gain during October. V J
 
When the sill level is changed to 1 foot, the solar radiation is enough for 
~E•oo~ uoi~eli~uan ~ufiiu aa~~aq 
following is the summary of the analysis I did with this software. 
overhang to understand the daylight penetration during summer and winter. The 
sill height at 3 feet and an overhang of 6'. Then I changed the sill height and the 
sun shade on the center classroom. To start with I had 12 feet of window with 
I considered three classrooms together to have the proper effect of the 











ises93.htm1 [date accessed: April 18, 2004] 
Sharp cut-off angles for admitting or delivering light; 
defined angular spread. Typical characteristics of anidolic systems are: 
A~
 highly efficient luminaire capable of delivering light through beams of well-







































exchanger on a photovoltaic cell) reaching concentration factors close to the 
concentrate it on a smaller exit aperture where the receiver is placed (e.g. a heat 
lets the winter noon sun in. I found a new technique in Daylighting called Anidolic 
Even though the overhang depth is 10 feet, the overhang's tapering angle 
•uns uoou aauauans aut 
to a parabolic curve in such a way that it lets the winter noon sun in and blocks 
medium between 6 feet and 10 feet should be found and that should be based on 
By comparing all these charts I came to the conclusion that a happy 

















































































































































































































































































•buiplinq loou~s ~ u~inn panlonui 
















































The design lights the interior with enough illuminance required for tasks 
day and year and came to the following conclusions: 
aa~~aq o~ aou~ip~~ — 
much more effective and the lighting distribution would be more even. 
the effect of deeply shaded windows combined with the anidolic system will be 
feet x 4 nos.) 40 sq. ft. Hence the total south glass area is (4 feet x 6 feet x 3 
distributed evenly. This increases the area of glass facing south by (2.5 feet x 4 
uaats~Cs slut bulsn ~8 ua~~~ aq u~~ pue uaooa aut 
N
 
Very few reflections of the light rays when passing through the system.36 
month, which indicates that during one quarter of the year the average outdoor 
The temperature chart shows the average dry bulb temperature for each 
mornings should be compensated with good winter heating. 
temperatures during summer are very high and all measures to block the west 
buianp ~(~p auk uoouaa~~a a~~l auk ~~u~ sa~eeipul 
uana slanal alq~~ao~uao~ nnolaq sll~f 
A look at the temperature distribution at Palm Desert through out a typical 
sa~~6a~~a.~s ~6u~~oo~ aau~urns 
•sai6a~~a~s ~ulloo~ 
~~ pa~ool buineH 
The results of this software analysis are listed in Appendix D. 
winter, based on the Daylight Factor levels inside the room. 
3. No need for artificial lighting throughout the day both during summer and 
(Figure 23: A guide to various approaches to passive cooling) 
4i Mechanical and Electrical Equipments for Buildings 
~~•~unouae alq~aapisuo~ e ~Cq 
wet pad which by adding moisture to the air decreases the temperature 
uncomfortably dry than uncomfortably hot, where higher humidity can be 
:~uiloo~ ani~~aod~n~ 
~awi~(~p ui paao~s }gay auk ~(~nn~ 
strategy uses the air at sub comfortable nighttime temperatures to flush 
W
 
•~(ep auk buianp sa~~lnuan~c~ 
Cool nights then slowly drain away the heat that such mass 
extremes of hot days are tempered by the still-cool thermal mass of the 
N
 ao~ ~Cba~~a~s ~ :builoo~ ss~ua-ub!H uaunn `saauauans 
components during night time through cross and stack ventilation. 
Here the strategy is to cool the thermally light-weight building 
humid, hot climates in which temperatures are slightly lower by night than 
Natural Ventilation Cooling: a passive cooling strategy suitable for more 


































 sasn u~iunn ~Cfia~~a~s alq~~ao~uaoo-qns 
High-mass Cooling with Night Ventilation (or Night Purging) is a hot-dry 
would be designed for and not the "extreme". 
So I believe that by combining these two strategies the "worst" temperatures 
means that the design temperature would be exceeded only 175 hrs of the year. 






High-mass Cooling with Night Ventilation 
:~uiloo~ aniss~d ao~ saiba~~a~s 













strategy zone are drawn as lines, these boundaries are more broad and vague 
is plotted on this chart to identify the suitable passive cooling strategy. The line 






95 = Z5 — 80 ~ = 9 d ~sanno~ 
Data) _ (49+51 +50+54+54+54+51 +51 +52+55+53+49)/12 = 52 
Mean daily range (MDR) (Refer temperature graph in Appendix B 
~ 80l = %0'Z t~ 9d tsaub!H 
summer design DB is calculated as follows: 
summer design DB temperature is important here because the thermal mass of 
it a high mass building I am making the concrete floor slabs bin 
My design is a multistory building with exposed concrete structure and to 
•eaae cool f ~iun u~~a 
in wall and so on. For this building there are two units area of exposed mass for 
floor slab are available for thermal storage, or an equivalent exposed mass areas 
multistory building with an exposed concrete structure, in which both sides of the 
sseua «ub!u„ aul 
mass building is represented by a building with exposed concrete floor 4in. thick. 
and lower 60's, so the night purging strategy would work in such a climate. 
winter day is determined as 96 Btu/day—sq. ft. This average heat gain is less 
hours below 80 F on a typical July month for Palm Desert can be determined as 
From the outdoor air temperature graph in Appendix C, the number of 
(allowing minimum ventilation only) at about 6 am for a day with 100 F maximum 
effectively. Typically such ahigh-mass structure will go into the "closed" mode 



































O~z anoge Mann si aan~~na~s sseua uaiunn aof sanou fo aaquanu au1 ~~f 
For Palm Desert (DB = 108, MDR = 52), the storage capacity of a high-





So in general it appears that Palm Desert with a comfortably low 70 F 
z~OL = ~ 1. + 95 ~ fi L 














































work satisfactorily for this design. 
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(Figure 24: Effective temperatures delivered by Evaporative Coolers. Source: 
theoretically based on the chart below. 
0
 m

































































experiences neither solar gain nor heat loss; otherwise, the solar building and the 
design reduces a building's auxiliary heat requirement relative to a "reference" 
enhancing energy conservation. 
auk a~uaH 
•bs-u~n~8 g•g aa~ sau~lapinb 
a~los ao~ ~iaa~iao ssol ~~au Il~aano aul 
l~uaaau~ auk uo pas~8 ~~au ~o a~~a auk 
should help determine the heating needs. 




One of the first criteria to be considered for winter 





Z Z Z $d `9' S ata~.L `Pi~II sr 
•saipn~s asau~ ll~ ~o ono panlona uoi~nlos auk ~noq~ si sisaul slut 
lay out my design to meet the program requirements. Hence the next section in 
With these basic sustainable strategies looking satisfactory, I started to 
sunny winter days and contribute to the thermal 































window area +clerestory window area) then the effective thermal storage area 
•~•5 si eaa~ uolt~allo~ 
papuauau~oaaa auk a~los ~o ~aae tiun aad 
G
 































 waled ao~ ZL si 






elevators to serve both the blocks equally. Having corridors on both sides of the 
~~ 
two blocks facing the courtyard, since that would be the optimum location for the 
The spine has two stairs at its ends and an elevator tower in between the 
the Office block and another stair to the north-east corner of the classroom block 
exit for each of the narrow blocks. Hence a stair tower to the north-east corner of 












u~niao~ipn~ •ublsap ui aanteaf 


































































courtyard and is sunk under ground to facilitate air movement. 
s~l~ uaniao~ipne auk 
The building had to stretch to the boundaries of the site in order to create 
2. One classroom bay is 20ft x 30ft x 12.5ft. 
1. The structure is a one-way structure spaced at 10ft. 
:snnollof se aq pinous 



















aoiu ~ a~~aa~ o~ saoo~~ paiu~ pug 
o~ sp~a~ ~i pug 



























































































































uiu~inn ~C~iligixal f snnolla suaooass~la 
clerestory windows to control the amount of daylight entering the classroom. 











































auk ~ui~aolq sdlau uoi~aa~oad ploo aa~uinn •~saM u~oN uaoa f 
u~ puif of aie you aut aof lauueua aut se stogy 
•(nnolaq paul~ldxa -- quids uoitaln~aia puoaas sluff auai~ aua~s auk ~~ puy 
computer classrooms are placed on the inside towards the central spine in order 


























the atrium to enhance the student-faculty interaction. 
outside and privacy and at the same time, there are more semi-public areas in 









The air temperature is felt 5 degrees low than the dry bulb temperature when it 
a constant pull of warm is established, which helps the cooling of the building. 
The building is connected to this solar chimney, here the spine, and 
:au►ds uo►~a~n~a~~ 
•aaads aooptno 
uado u~ ubnoaut ts~a aut ~ueseald ~ sa~aaa~ uie~e 
It needs two exits, one from the spine through a stair and the other from 
design out door air temperature and vice versa during the winter. 





a~a~ns padols ~l~ubil ~ sateaaa ~I 0 alq~~Cofua ao~ dot O O 
It is well insulated being underground. 
~(puinn) ~(~~~uoi#~un~ 
stability the following measures are taken: 
problem with stability especially since this area is earthquake prone. To provide 






































sat~aac as ntenats 
0 
ap!nn saucu! 6 
The columns are 9 inches x 15 inches rectangles oriented appropriately 




 ~ u!~tu!~ua 
structural components can be started while the CD O cQ
" sno!a~n ao f 
This facilitates easy and fast construction —the pre-casting 0 
this building is entirely of pre-cast concrete components such as columns, beams 
aan~~na~S 
West part of the site and the highest too, and here it is let out to the outside. 
will drag the warm air all the way to the top of the chimney, which is the South-
stainless steel grilles with 50% air flow ratio. The roof is bent in such a curve that 
aut a!~ uaa~nn fo nnolf slut at~t!I!e~f o1 
alq~tao fuaoc u~uf 




 pug ~Cll~uaa~xa 
But this design adapts to this change since its potential to remove 
bays, we increase the occupant size and in turn the internal heat gain. 






































 classroom from two bays to say four 
sauaocaq aa~ds a~uivaas biq 
CD
 aut ~Cq ~Cluo pataiatsaa 
north sides, expanding a classroom from two bays to four bays to 
bays have the same window area to wall area ratio on the south and 
: sa~.~►~~gad~~ ~i~~~~q~~d~pt~ 
ties between these shear walls indicated in the floor plans. 
hence the shear wall is broken into different layers and the floors act as 
block does not have any wall running through all the floors 
uo pat~aipui s~ sll~nn asaut ~o onn~ 
sll~nn anof sou ~aolq uaooass~la aul 'Z 
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 a~los auk ui ~~alloa o~ pannoll~ sl aie 
auk ui panlonui aainap l~~iu~u~aua 0 c~ si nnopuinn auk ~snf pug aaloo~ 
D
 

























































usa~u auk uaoa~ fro papas si 
:~'eQ aacutuns ~e~~d~1 
night ventilation wipes off the heat stored in the thermal mass during the day. 
D
 auk pue snnopuinn auk 0 c~ 
:~c/~6~N► aau~u~ns ~a~~d~Cl 
capability holds true for computer classrooms too. 
buinouaaa beau aua~s slut 
raised through artificial lighting during night time classes could be 
effectively during night time with artificial lighting. Internal heat gain 
W
 
The same high heat removal potential allows the building to function 
•(~y6iu aauauans 
under Energy Efficiency Studies for amount of heat removed during a 
internally during the day is high (refer to Summer Cooling Strategies 
Figure 34: Model showing the South Facade 
~apistno auk of ~uipiinq 
























:~u~~N aa~u~M ~e~~d~l 
-panionui si aidiauiad ~uiiooa aua~s 
If the winter day gets overheated the 
i~uaaau~ aut ~~au i~uaaau~ pa~~au siul as~aiaa iiinn ss~ua a~~ao~s 
aa~ sap~us nnopuinn au1 pug paau uo pas~q o~ pannoii~ si 
:~~Q aa~u~M ~~~~d~l 
•fooa aq~ sap~us 
12. Reduced roof heat gain during summer through a second layer which 
•suaooassel~ auk ~o apis u~aou auk uo Il~nn 
11. Reduced evening glare through the use of corrugated glass curtain 
•~C~p aauauans ~ 
. Warm air removal enhanced through the use of solar chimney during 











































































High thermal mass to store the thermal energy in the building. 
•spuilq l~uaa~xa ~Cpan~s 
Even light distribution in the interior both through light scoops 
Deeper light penetration through light shelves/light scoops. 
Enjoyable views towards outside through large windows. 
N
 Enhanced daylighting due to high perimeter to floor area ratio. 
•buiplinq auk ~o uaao~ auk 
Shaded and enhanced air circulation in the central courtyard through 



































~buitu~il aq pinonn aldua~xa a~livais y {
Q














he leaves the office at the end of a typical summer day, then his office alone will 
For example, if a faculty in this building forgets to open his windows when 
energy efficiency but also tries to educate the users about sustainability. 
~aoolf urea ui fo ~uauoduao~ 
usage of any mechanical equipment although I have provided mechanical rooms 
The general design principle was Total Passive; hence I tried to avoid the 
uo~sn~ouo~ 
i
 Y t 


























































































































(Figure 37: First Floor Plan) 
9 
FIRST FLOOR PLAN 
'f 
8 
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(u~id ~ooi3 P~?u.L ~6£ a.zn~13) 
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(Figure 40: Fourth Floor Plan) 


































































(Figure 42: Model showing the central courtyard) 

(Figure 44: Model showing the sunshade /light scoop detail) 
whip the other side (northeast) is transparent allowing diffused north light to the atrium) 
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The arid interior of Southern California is a desert that stretches from the San Jacinto and San Bernardino Mountains east into Arizona 
aaad ay.~ ~o ~faofs~H pue punoa~6~aeg 
(This portion of the Thesis is from the 2003-04 Leading Edge Student Design Competition handouts) 
3JN3~~b~H~ NO11113dW0~ 3H1 
1~I:([~I~~~~1~1 
1920s and 1930s, the rise of the Hollywood movie industry brought even more people to town in search of exotic movie sets in luxurious 
village of Palm Springs was born. The Desert Inn was built in 1909 to cater to travelers from nearby Los Angeles in grand fashion. During the 



































































irrigation project was finished, the area was renamed Imperial Valley and remains one of the most productive agricultural areas in California. 
saau~ae f aut pue uau~alt~eo •saitinito~ aiau~ uietsns of aatenn aof panou~ pue 
O
 
aaoua senn aatenn aaaunn seaae 
punof saauiva aul •ssaoons fo aanseaua au~os peu 
century, cattlemen, farmers, miners and homesteaders all tried their luck at surviving and prospering in the Colorado Desert. Each in their turn 
reservation is located there today. 
the Spaniards first traveled through the region. The Agua Caliente remained in the canyons on the eastern slope of the San Jacinto, and their 
palm oases. Qne of them, Palm Canyon, has a hot spring. This canyon was the home of the Agua Caliente band of the Cahuilla people when 
Several canyons on the eastern slopes of the San Jacinto Mountains adjacent to the competition site have permanent springs and 
irrigated plots near the ancient springs. 
villages near desert oases and gathered food, medicines, fibers, and wood from plants in the region. They also practiced agriculture in small, 
migrated to the banks of the Colorado River but still maintained residence at the oasis at Twentynine Palms. The Cahuilla lived in small 
innauauaauC au1 
6uol anew saseo pled 
O
 











































































as a city in 1973 and has grown rapidly, as the population and demographics information below indicates. The resort atmosphere of the area 
as a housing development on the grounds of a World War II tank repair facility about 13 miles south east of Palm Springs. It was incorporated 
aviation industry began locating in the area. Palm Springs and adjacent towns and villages increased in size. The city of Palm Desert began 
After World War II, the region experienced significant growth as soldiers returned with their families to live in the desert, and the 
strip mall commercial development. 
A view of the town of Palm Desert seen looking north along Monterey Avenue. The town is mostly visible by the green trees in the distance. On the left is a 
sunny winter weather, the abundance of outdoor activities, and a large number of celebrity residents keeps the city a success. 








































































winter residences in the area, and the reputation of Palm Springs was established. In its heyday, Palm Springs claimed to have more 
Palm Springs was incorporated as a town in 1936, and by 1939 had 5,336 year-round residents. Many Hollywood film stars built 
and retirement village characteristics. 
Palm Desert's promotional literature indicates that an additional 20,000 people live in town during the winter season. Demographic information 
population of Palm Desert nearly doubled from 23,252 in 1990 to 41,155 in 2000. While census data is not available for part-time residents, 
College of the Desert, the Competition Site, is located in Palm Desert, California. According to census data, in the last ten years, the 
sa►ydea~6ouraQ pue uo~.~e~ndod 
entrants will design a classroom and administrative building. Challenge 2 entrants will design a small day care center on the school campus. 
The 2003-04 Leading Edge Student Design Competition site is at College of the Desert in Palm Desert, California. Challenge 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































computer science, culinary arts, early childhood education, registered nursing, turf grass management, and so on. 
students. College of the Desert has 27 departments offering 47 certificates or degrees in areas such agri-business, architectural technology, 
of education at any of the four-year state colleges or universities. In addition, community colleges provide vocational and technical training to 
dispersed throughout the state. They provide lower-division academic education in two-year programs that are equivalent to the first two years 
campuses in the State of California. As their name implies, community colleges provide educational opportunities to students in communities 
College of the Desert is a community college located Palm Desert, California. There are 72 Community College Districts, with 106 
the actual plans of the administration of College of the Desert.) 
(Important Note: While the site is real, the projects described here have been modified for the purposes of the Competition, and do not reflect 
wa~goad uo►.~~~adwo~ 
Wind turbines along the Interstate 10 Freeway west of Palm desert. Sufficient winds move through this area to support wind-driven power generation. 
shown in the photo. On windy days, these facilities generate significant quantities of power that are sold to Southern California Edison. 
Interestingly, the canyons and valleys near Palm Desert are consistently windy enough to support wind generation facilities such as those 
years old account for another third. 
Students from every age group are enrolled: those just out of high school comprise about 1/3 of the student body, while students 25 to 39 
reflecting the more diverse population of the region around Palm Desert. Many students commute to campus from outside of Palm Desert. 










































































































Looking west from campus toward the San Jacinto Mountains. The pueblo style building in the photo is a residence along Monterey Avenue. 
mislabeled Monterey Drive in the Master Plan.) The campus centers around the Hilb Student Activities Center, which was formerly the campus 
The 160-acre campus is located south of town on Monterey Avenue, a major north-south arterial. (Note that Monterey Avenue is 
Existing buildings are shaded; unshaded footprints indicate the sites of future construction. 
The Campus Master Plan as drawn by previous campus architects. Note the Student Activities center in the middle of campus. North is up in this image. 
A view of one of the many courtyards and quadrangles on campus. Note the use of overhangs to shade exterior walkways around campus buildings. 
A view of Hilb Student Activities Center, the former campus library, at the center of campus. 
buildings (see courtyard photo, next page). The campus has the appearance of a green and lush oasis in the desert. 
series of courtyards or quads extending out from it. This plan produces a pleasing series of outdoor spaces that are enclosed by academic 
library building (see photo next page). The campus site plan shows Hilb Center in the middle of campus, with other buildings built around a 
A view of the new library on the south edge of campus. Note the shading devices on the clerestory glass. 
Front view of the McCallum Theater on campus. Note the modernist arcade shading the entryway. 
Both of these buildings serve the local community as well as the student population. 
study. Two of the newer buildings on campus are the McCallum Theater (see photo next page) and the new library (see photo next page). 
institutions, but which is appropriate in this area where golfing is such an important industry and where golf course management is an area of 
eastern edge of campus. Of note is the inclusion of a golf course on campus; something that is relatively rare in California academic 
Student and faculty parking is restricted to the edges of the campus as shown in the Master Plan. Sports facilities are located on the 
should be designed to provide effective shading from midday summer sun. 
for students as they move about campus. Note this photo was taken late in the afternoon on a winter day when the sun is low in the sky. Walkway covers 
Covered walkway on the south side of the Nursing Building. These covered exterior walkways are typical on campus, and help to make the climate less harsh 
interior heat gain and solar glare by shading exterior glazing. 
protect the glazing from the sun and reduce glare in the interior. Successful designs in this climate will always pay close attention to reducing 
exterior vertical fins that help shade the tall narrow windows. The new library, built in 1996, has a variety of horizontal shading devices that 
Desert area. Many campus buildings have exterior covered walkways, which shade students moving between classes (note photos). In 
Given the hot, dry climate, providing year-round shade s a significant component of environmentally sensitive design in the Palm 
~puivaq ssalb auk 













































































































































































Competition Site Description 
administration building. Challenge 2 entrants will design a 3800 sq. ft. day care center. 
Edge Student Design Competition will design two new campus buildings. Challenge 1 entrants will design a new 28,000 sq. ft. classroom and 
As part of its long-range building program, the campus is expanding following the guidelines laid out in the master plan. The 2003-04 Leading 
east-west axis of campus remains open for future construction. 
Golf Institute on the southern edge of campus, accessible from Fred Waring Drive. The former library site shown in the site plan on the main 
and future structures unshaded. Because of its dual purpose serving both the community and the college, the new library was built near the 
The campus site plan included here was prepared prior to the construction of the new library. It shows existing buildings shaded dark 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































off Circle. Note that the campus currently has visitor parking located in the "plaza" shown on the site plan. This parking is visible in some of the 
the Campus Master Plan) and the campus Ring Road, which runs on the campus side of Monterey Avenue and connects to the Visitor Drop-
Education Buildings and a Lecture Hall (see photo next page). This site is visible from Monterey Avenue (Note: mislabeled Monterey Drive on 
The Challenge 1 site closes the west end of a quadrangle that is bounded by the one-story Nursing, Business, Developmental 
are not required to follow the footprint of the administration building proposed in this plan. 







account in the Competition designs. 
building that will bisect the existing quadrangle. This future building site is shown on the Competition Site Plan and should be taken into 
quadrangle plan. Students are required to locate their designs within the designated site area. The site plan also contains a plan for a future 
quadrangle plan for campus. Thus, the Competition sites maintain the original building alignments and site lines, and are compatible with the 
While entrants do not have to follow the footprint shown in the Master Plan, it is important that the new buildings do not disrupt the 
from the Drop-off Circle. See the Competition Site Plan file for the location of this site. 







































































c~ v c~ c~ 
It is important to recognize that the Campus Master Plan is just a conceptual outline for future growth. The Leading Edge Competition 
~saaa~ waled auk aao~aq 
of the Campus Ring Road. The San Jacinto Mountains are in the distance. The Challenge 1 site lies in the center of the photo beyond the nursing building and 
View of the quadrangle looking west from the midpoint. The west end of the Nursing building is visible on the right. The row of palm trees is on the other side 
shadows from the palm trees behind the camera. The small trees on the left and right maybe removed by new construction. 
~o Maln olweaoued he competition sites looking north across the quadrangle to the nursing and business buildings on the left and right, respectively. Note the 















































































































































































covered with turf. For the purposes of the Competition, students should assume that the site is completely flat. The site is bounded on the 
The Competition site is currently an open grassy area adjacent to the classroom buildings. The area is relatively flat, and presently 
right and Nursing and Business on the left. Note the row of large palm trees that are on the south side of the Challenge 2 site. 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































students with information about the campus. It should be adjacent to the lobby and clearly visible from the building entry. The classrooms will 
entrances to the building must be at grade or have ramps if grade changes are part of the design. In addition, multi-story buildings must have 
It is essential that all buildings on a college campus be fully accessible to handicapped and disabled students, faculty, and visitors. All 
required. Note that asouth-facing lobby will have significant heat gain issues if adequate shading of any south facing glazing is not provided. 





 Center and the College President's Office. The program asks for atwo-story lobby, but this is not absolutely 
entrance will face south toward the visitor's drop-off circle. The lobby is an important feature of the building and should reflect the importance 




























































































~ a~6ua~~au~ u~6►saa 
without glare, and appropriate passive ventilation, are the most important passive energy issues. Reducing the heat load and the energy used 
equipment, and assembled people. In the desert climate, solar heat gain should be avoided in classrooms at all times of the year. Day lighting 
that in terms of heating and cooling needs, schools are internally loaded spaces, like offices, with high heat loads from lighting, classroom 
walkways, covered walkways, ramps, and roof overhangs may extend beyond the Challenge Site Edge. Successful entrants must recognize 
Challenge site. No setbacks are required within the site area. The building may not extend beyond the edge of the given site, however, 













































































































































































































































































































































































saan~eaadu~al u~6 saQ aacuurns 
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(This portion of the Thesis is from the 2003-04 Leading Edge Student Design Competition handouts) 















































Sal b'O 33b1 J3O JNIl b'3H 
0.6%, 53-hour: Projects of heavy construction. 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note 1: The 0.1 % 9-hour level (i.e. this design temperature is exceeded only 9 hours of the year) should be used only for extremely 
€~ 
The following graphs summarize the weather in Palm Desert for a typical year. 
s~aey0 pue sydea0 aay.~eaM 
uncomfortable. Winter prevailing winds come from the west and northwest, as do cold winter storms. 
Summer breezes come from the southeast. These breezes can significantly moderate hot summer days, although their low humidity can be 
















































































































1C~ii~.unH ani~~~~~ ~~{ 

December 1997 at the Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Design, University of California in Los Angeles. 
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Wd 00=9 ̀Wd 00~~ }S ~z aaquaa~aa 


Hemispherical View —Human Sensitivity —Average 
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aoanoS ~eaH leuaa~ul d 
II 
•t~ •bs-au/nt9 z'E 
:afialloC `~CaepuooaS — sloou~S ao~ 
Calculating the average approximate heat gain rate: 
From Figure E.1 the amount of heat energy this bay can store is more something near 240 Btu/sq 



































































































































~(~q Ieoid~C~ auo ~o eaae aool~ 
a6uea ~Cliea ueaW 











(The Calculations are based on Example 5.3, Part F, pg 237) 
Potential for Night Ventilation for the mass in the building: 
sruol~d-In~~d~ 
~ XIaN3ddd 
Hence the total approximate heat gains 
0
 uoi~eli~uan uaoaf suiefi teaH 
0
 









•~~ •bs-ay/nt8 Z l 
•~f •bs-aU/n~8 9'E = 009 / ~ x OZ x LZ 
Ratio x (20 cfm/person x no. of persons) /floor area 
•tf •bs-aU/nt8 8Z'0 
25 x 138 x 0.05/600 (A R value of 20 is assumed) 
























aan~~aaduaat ufiisaa adolanu~ 
(~d %~) 6ui~U6i~ ~lat~al~ •tf •bs-aU/nt8 L'0 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(The Calculations are based on Example 5.3, Part E, pg 230) 
Cross Ventilation capacity of the windows: 
N
 
~~f ~bs-u/nt8 89 = I~tol 
North Window — U value of a double glazed low ewindow - 0.33, Area —112 sq. ft.; UA — 36.96 
Wall — U Value — 0.05; Area —138 sq. ft.; UA — 6.9 (From Figure E.4) 
Roof — U Value — 0.04; Area — 600 sq. ft.; UA — 24 (From Figure E.3) 
The typical classroom's overall rate of heat-loss is determined by using the south-glass envelope. 
sso~ ~~aH ~o a~~~ 
From the chart the cross ventilation capacity of the building is around •~~ 
•bs-au/n~8 06 




Wind Velocity during the hottest month July is 9.6 mph. 




































= 17.28 Btu/day-sq. ft. Again from the above figure the maximum hourly temperature difference between inside and outside mass is 18 F. 
From Figure E.2 we find that during the hour of maximum night cooling, about 18% of the total stored heat gains must be removed = 0.18 x 96 
si ssol ~~au fo area le~o~ auk aouaH 009/(~Z X (x'98 + 89)) 
aao~aaau~ si uoi~eli~uan ao~ y~ aul 8 l 0' O x 5' Z l x 009 x ~9' 0 
(5'Z Lx009) /008~b 
Comparing this hourly rate to the volume of a typical bay, we have 









•~ •bs-~I~n~B 9L L'9 
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